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1. INTRODUCTION
Women Action Towards Entrepreneurship Development (WATED) is a Non-Governmental
Organization in Tanzania. It was registered on September 5th, 2013 under the NonGovernmental Organizations Act, 2002. Its goal is to build, enhance, improve and strengthen
Women Entrepreneurship economic empowerment groups through training on leadership, raising
awareness on legal, health as well as self-employment to the general public. Its founders are
seven women with different profession backgrounds such as law and medicines just to mention a
few.
It is in line with its mission and vision that on May 06th 2016, WATED conducted a one-day
discussion forum, bringing together professionals and students from--- schools in Tanzania. The
discussion dwelt on girls’ rights, where various inspirational speakers from different
professionals such as ICT, medicine, art and law made presentations amid inspirational stories.
The session brought together students, female and a few males as well as few teachers.

1. FORUM METHODOLOGY
The session involved PowerPoint presentations, plenary discussions as well as Q & A session,
whereby students were able to ask questions and receive immediate responses. At the end of the
session, students got a chance to have a one-to-one session with presenters, depending on their
dreams and later on exchanged contacts for future reference. The session was led by a well
learned moderator, who gave a profile of each of the presenters and chipped in where necessary
to spark the discussion.

2. OPENING REMARKS
WATED Secretary Ms. Maria Matui began by paying homage to students for their attendance,
saying that it had been anticipated that more participants would attend but some failed due to
unforeseen circumstances.
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3. PRESENTATIONS
3.1.Presentation 1: Understanding Your Rights: Focus on Girls - Edna
Kamaleki
The first presentation was made by Ms. Edna Kamaleki, a legal expert who doubles as an ardent
advocate of children’s rights. She began by noting that girls all over the world are denied their
rights because they are female. Different rights are guaranteed to them by different instruments
but the situation on the ground is different, said the presenter.
Clarifying further, Ms.Kamaleki defined a girl as a child female and youth female adding that the
Law of the Child Act 2009 terms anyone under 18 as a child. Youth female, she said, is any
female from 15-35 years of age, according to the Youth Act. It was emphasized that girls’ rights
are human rights and thus no different from the rest. Reasons for denial of girls’ rights were
mentioned as harmful traditional practices, social-economic issues as well as poverty.

Picture 1: Participants were keen to take note of key points made.

Among the issues highlighted were women’s rights as enshrined in the Convention on the
Elimination of Discrimination Against Women as well as the Sustainable Development Goals
(SDG) where Tanzania as one of the signatories is required to adhere to its commitment. Girls’
rights according to these international instruments must be respected, promoted and protected.
Girls’ rights guaranteed are the right to survival, development, protection and participation.
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The following were highlighted on the issue of girls’ rights:
Participation rights
A girl child is entitled to air her view and take part in decisions which affect her at family level
as well as to receive relevant information. She also has the right to associate with others, right to
play. Needless to say, these rights are denied due to social and cultural norms.
Protection rights
A girl child needs to be protected and protect herself from sexual harassment, exploitation,
forced marriage/early, humiliation, physical abuse and hazardous works. Some are forced into
sex due to coercion. Human rights require a woman to have a family but at the right time.
Humiliating punishments are not proper for a girl child.
Is a girl child safe and protected?
The presenter posed the question and went further to explain on the following rights:
Survival rights:
Right to live with dignity- a girl child is entitled to live with dignity and not simply live.
Right to health, food, nutritious and other basic needs
Right to a family (at the right time and right age).
Right to leisure.
Students were told that there was an age where one ought not to engage in sex.
Development
The presenter said girls were entitled to:




Quality education without hurdles.
Vocational training, other development skills.
Non-discrimination based on gender, age or economic status.

Opportunities
The presenter said despite the hurdles, there were opportunities indicating that girls’ rights may
one day be attainable citing them as:



Policies and laws in place meant to promote child rights
Resources
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The main challenge was on whether girls got the chance to assess the said opportunities,
and on whether they were aware of the said policies and opportunities that come with it,
let alone accessible. A concern was raised that there are still some wrong perceptions and
harmful traditional customs which do not recognize girls’ rights with doubts casted on
whether they are resources to implement the said rights and what ought to be done to
mitigate the situation.

3.2.Presentation 2: The Modern World of Technology: Position of Girls –
Moses Nkundwe
Moses Nkundwe a lecturer at the Dar es Salaam Institute of Technology who doubles as a PhD
student made a presentation titled empowering girls through Technology in Education. The
presenter gave a brief background of his hey days saying he once was a secondary school
students in one of the schools in Dar es Salaam calling upon girls to pursue engineering. He
mentioned some of the advantages he had acquired from his profession as meeting a lot of
potential leaders including the Indian Prime Minister, stressing that the field may be new but it is
very potential despite being male dominated.
He called upon the need for girls to have equal access to education at all levels and acquire
relevant skills, particularly in science and technology, engineering and mathematics.
Women comprise of 80 percent of people who use technology, yet they are grossly
underrepresented in the design of the said technology, he said, adding that the area does produce
a lot of jobs and more girls in ICT and engineering, which would mean benefiting them in terms
of securing employment. Learning according to the presenter has changed owing to advanced
technology.
Opportunities
The presenter made several recommendations for girls to excel in the profession:








The government’s efforts to renew the education systems to represent the interests
and needs of men and women equally.
Utilizing the several free platforms where one can study.
Changing the process of learning for girls to utilize the resources equally.
Equal time and voice to ensure everyone is getting opportunities.
Providing multi-dimensional support to women and girls in their pursuit.
Gender stereotypes, culture barriers to girls.
Media campaigns on relevance of science to girls.

Challenges
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Opportunity equality: women have less access to resources such as property, financing,
technology and education. As such, their presence in employment, entrepreneurship and
research is lower than men. Most decisions are made by men; there is a need for more
women to participate for them to be part of decision-making process.

Game changers in ICT




Availability of social media where almost everything is for free.
Online services such as Khan Academy, coursera courses for free.
Schools ought to have internet for free, and accessible.

4. QUESTIONS, REJOINDERS &COMMENTS
Students were then given a platform to ask questions and make comments on the presentations
made:






Q:Some people say women are harassed sexually because of their choice of dressing,
what is your take?
Rejoinder: Edna Kamaleki- No one should abuse anyone because of their dress code;
avoid provocative dress code, although bad dressing does not give a person the right to
abuse the other. You are a human being with rights and you can not violate anyone’s
right because they have not done something well. Educate them and not rape a person
because of that.
Q: What are psychological effects of humiliation and abuse to girls?
Rejoinder: Dr. Grace Matui - Psychological effects go all the way to adulthood, such as
inability to interact with others, due to childhood abuse. A person may always seem
angry, isolated from others, denial of oneself, simply cry, agitated and anxious. They
tend to exaggerate even small things. It affects neurotic and if a person is raped and does
not shout it means something is not right with their neurological senses. Post traumatic
abuse is a serious problem where one must seek treatment to mitigate the situation.
Q: Husbands complain about women failing to take care of their families, could that be
within being equal?
Rejoinder: Edna -Women have rights and responsibilities. It is our duty to teach girls
their responsibilities. It is not about being above their men but responsibilities because
they are also men who are irresponsible.
Rejoinder:The notion of cooking is outdated, a man can also cook and that is the main
problem in the society as a woman has the right to relax. If she goes to work and takes
care of kids while at the time of cooking then what does a man do? Families should split
responsibilities; traditions of men above women are in the 1860s we need to move from
that. There are places where girls are not even allowed to come to the living room. You
need to educate girls to fight for their rights.
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Q: How have you helped girls who want to master in the field
Q: How can girls become innovative without resources?
Q: You want girls to get in ICT how can you help those in rural areas where there is no
internet?
Rejoinder: Affordability is what comes first. Family income matters a lot when it comes
to buying ICT gadgets. The only areas we can say computers must be there in schools
because that is where they go to gain knowledge. Schools ought to have ICT labs as
relying on families will hinder the process as most of them cannot afford. The
penetration of electricity is still low meaning no devices and poor participation. The
Government should ensure that all schools have electricity for them to have computer
labs for ICT to be all over. Needless to say, face-to-face teaching must be there as a
traditional way to teach.
Rejoinder on ICT: Having computers in schools normally raises problems and the
Government must ensure there are enough teachers with ICT knowledge for them to
teach students. Use WATED to assist in educating you on ICT.
Q: The Marriage Act permits girls of less than 18 years to get married while as the Child
Act considers them to be children? Can you elaborate on this?
Rejoinder: Edna -There is inconsistency in laws, the SOSPA calls upon any girl under
18 not to engage in sexual activities. This is quite a contradiction; it is still an issue that
people are campaigning for amendment on these laws. How comes girls should be forced
to get married at that age while boys can do so at 18. Women are supposed to do what is
to the best of the child and by being responsible. Girls should also do so instead of getting
in early marriage simply because the law allows it.
Q: Why does early marriage happen to girls in Mara and Tarime and how can we raise
rights of girls in rural areas?
Rejoinder: Dr. Grace –Talk to girls and boys in schools and educate them on the vice.
WATED had a program funded by the US on land rights and reached out girls in
Kisarawe and Ulanga. It also had sessions on early marriage where we educate them to
empower them to support themselves economically. We will go to more schools to do the
same and – WATED is partly funded by the US embassy, with the rest being voluntary.
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Picture 2: presenters used a participatory approach where views were encouraged.

5. PLENARY DISCUSSIONS
The key points made by panelists for the day:
1. Kay Singo: Entertainment and Social Awareness
The presenter, an artist by profession, defined art as an idea expressed in a different way. He
asked participants to name their favorite female artists and admitted that the number had gone up
compared to the past where there were none. All in all, he said, the number was still low
compared to their male counterparts.






On a woman: the most expressive person on earth who carries a person for nine months
and the same person is then told there after that she has no right.
Communication is vital as each person has a story that the other one does not know.
Girls should educate the society on these rights and discuss issues with their parents and
brothers.
Concentrate on school instead of rushing with boyfriends.
Most of copyright owners are men and most women artists are exploited. An assignment
was given for girls to ask themselves what rights they would like to enjoy, and were
reminded not to fight but rather discuss and explain to parents that they need to have a
relationship over discussion and not take orders.
o “Girls have been suppressed for a very long time and they are now scared to
speak up as the society is men-driven.
A girl being a woman should use
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whatever tone they can to confront men instead of raising their tones as most men
feel threatened. “Fight for your right,” summed the presenter.
2. Rose Funja: IT- Girls in Technology Opportunities
The presenter, one of the first few females in ICT profession, said most girls are forced into early
marriage due to poverty and end up with children and possibly STDs due to lack of education.
According to Funja, such a girl will not be able to send her kids to school and the more the
number the less the chance. An educated girl can choose a lot of things, including deciding when
to get married, and how many children she wants to have and can own some money. She can
support her children and send them to school. Girls have to be educated as they have a lot to
gain from education as opposed to not being educated,” emphasized the presenter. She said her
education is what had landed her a scholarship and a job. According to her, while in high school,
there were only two girls who pursued science; and a similar situation occurred at the UDSM,
where she pursued her engineering degree. She told students that there was no stepping stone as
once again she got employed in China only to find that she was one of the two female staff
members in the office. She called upon students to start working hard to achieve their dreams.
Science according to her is not as hard as people think. An innovation hub at COSTECH is a
free program that they ought to utilize once it is announced. Education is the only weapon that a
girl can have, and nobody can take from them. “You can go anywhere and do anything. Prove
wrong critics who use the notion that girls are useless and thus should not be taken to school,”
summed the inspiration speaker.
3. Maria Matui- Claiming your position
WATED Secretary and a lawyer by profession told girls that they are who they want to be
because of a role model. They were challenged to ask as days go by what efforts they made to
become who they wanted to be. “There are a lot of things you can achieve, who you are and
what your purpose is. Without passion in what you do, then you are just a person who will leave
no legacy behind. Focus 100 years along the line. Without a goal, you are nothing. Use your
teachers as your role models. You have something special, find it,” summed the legal expert.

4. Somoe Ahmad: staying close to your dreams
A students pursuing nursing at MUHAS told girls to stick on their dreams and never let them
fade away. “You are not supposed to be scared of technology as with passion you can do it.
Always focus on your dreams for them to stay true. Know what you want and whom you want
to be and set smart goals means they ought to be achievable, realistic and time bound.
Assignment:
Participants were assigned to:
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Set objectives over who they want to be:
Put a deadline
Create a strategy as way forward
Execute, implement action
Evaluate and start again from there.

Dream big, work on it and tackle their dream because only they can do it.
Questions and Answers
Q: You are educating the society about artists, but most of them fail to go to school as a result.
How can you educate the society to allow children to become artists as most parents are the ones
who discourage them from achieving their dreams.
Rejoinder: Singo- Make sure you balance between studies and arts.
when they are no arts programs in schools.

It is hard to preach art

Rejoinder: Edna: Set your priorities and discuss with your parents.
Q: Education is not for graduation. How do you encourage girls who take ICT?
Rejoinder: Rose -Use a role model and find way for parents to accept your dreams. It has to be
someone to keep your dreams alive. Show them that where you are going is your dream.
Q: I come from a society which believes that beating a woman is a sign of love(Mara), there are
people who attempt to assist but reporting to the police yet the victim refuse, what ought to be
done to remove the notion.
Edna rejoinder: Beating a woman is no sign of love but rather humiliation. We need to educate
the community to change the perception. It has to do with traditions.
Q: Nobody encourages anyone to sing in our school, how do we do so?
Rejoinder: Singo-Parents are always worried that a child will only focus on creative space on
arts and forget studies owing to art being a very exciting thing.
Q: I come from Singida, and young sisters are all married and avoid visiting relatives because of
the same. I ran away from forced marriage, how you reach there, as men are married but they
don’t believe in girls going to school despite being financially capable. I really wish they could
change. The problem is not money or poverty at times it is the notion and the engraved beliefs.
Rejoinder:It is a huge burden- you need to show what education can do. Life is not all rosy.
Figure out and use all the guidance around you. Do not just sit and wait, go for it. I once joined a
new school and failed mathematics in the first term due to lagging behind. Needless to say I
pulled my socks and emerged triumphantly at the end with an A.
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6. CLOSING REMARKS
Mary Matui, Secretary of WATED, thanked participants noting that WATED endeavored to
form clubs to enable those empowered to empower others in their clubs. She said teachers had
been invited to enable the whole thing have ownership. There are born leaders and trained ones,
if they can do it, then you can do it, she said.She shared her story about a teacher who wanted to
coerce her to go out for chips only to be told that he could not afford to take her to places as her
father had taken them to all of them. “Beware as there are people who will always try to take
advantage of you. Stand for what you believe in as a girl. A woman can be extremely powerful
and that comes with support from family members. Always know that you have a choice. She
promised to share the contacts of all the inspiration people who had spoken for the day saying
they would be their mentors in whatever they wanted to be.
Certificates were handed over to all students who had participated in the session as well as
presentations which were to be emailed to them. The session ended at 12.26 am.

Picture 3: Dr. Mariam Amour makes her presentation during the session
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Picture 4: Ms Maria Matui, WATED Secretary grants an interview to the media after the session.

Picture 5: Dr. Maryam Amour elaborates a point during the session as the rest of inspirational
speakers pay attention.
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Picture 6: An IT expert Rose Funja shares her experience with students
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Picture 7: Participants were very attentive during the session.
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Picture 8: Participants took note whenever they could.
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